Why can’t we explain refractive error?

J.C. Bear*

This essay is respectfully dedicated to the memory of Monroe J. Hirsh, O.D., Ph.D., 1917-1982, whose research and scholarship have been an inspiration for my own efforts.

Abstract:

Refractive error is a quantitative trait, and its variation is readily considered from the point of view of quantitative genetics, or genetic epidemiology. This article reviews the development of refractive error in childhood, and its epidemiology and genetics. There is considerable epidemiological evidence that the development of refractive error is influenced by vision activity. Possible influences of other environmental factors such as nutrition have not been sufficiently investigated. Observed familial resemblances in refractive error are consistent with a considerable additive genetic contribution to variation in the range of low to moderate error; higher errors may be more strongly inherited. Recent investigations suggest vision activity, as a feature of common familial environment, can inflate measures of genetic resemblance if not taken into account. The significance of refractive error as an indicator of liability to serious ocular disorders is outlined, and suggestions made of advice to offer persons concerned about the occurrence or recurrence of refractive error in their families.

Introduction

When your editor asked me at the Biennial Congress in St. John’s to write this note for CJO, he suggested I refer to Dr. Hirsh’s (1) article “What you always wanted to know about myopia, but never dared to ask.” The first of many perceptive observations in that article is, that if you want something to be read, you must give it a provocative title. “A review and synthesis of recent studies in the biology, epidemiology and genetics of ocular refraction” won’t do, even though this was more or less what I understood was wanted, along with some suggestions of information patients and parents of children with refractive errors might find useful in understanding these conditions. Like Hirsh, having got you to start reading, I now admit my duplicity. Unlike Hirsh, who wrote from long and extensive experience, I must however admit that my presumptuousness is great, because I have no experience in the measurement of refractive error, and became seriously interested in this attribute only recently, as a result of being drafted onto the committee supervising Avrum Richler’s Ph.D. research (2). In short, my acquaintance with the topic is general, not specific. On the other hand, considering a topic in a rather general context sometimes improves insight.

The viewpoint of this article is that of quantitative genetics. As the name suggests this is the genetics of quantitative traits, of attributes like height and refractive error, which are measured, as opposed to for instance ABO blood group antigens, which are counted. Quantitative genetics is also an approach which makes allowance for environmental influences in trait variation. In fact, the quantitative genetics of man is coming to be thought of as genetic epidemiology (3). Using a variety of statistical analyses, quantitative geneticists attempt to evaluate the resemblances of various sorts of relatives for a quantitative trait, such as refractive error (hereafter RE), and from these resemblances to assess the proportions of total population variation in the trait attributable to genetic factors, environmental variation, and interactions of genotype and environment. The genetic factors have traditionally been treated as if they were numerous and acting in an additive manner, with effectively
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A Study of 250 Varilux 2 Prescriptions

André Bétournay, O.D.

Various characteristics of the patients are studied in relation to successful fit of Varilux 2 lenses.

This study summarizes the results obtained by Varilux 2 lens wearers and defines a policy for correcting presbyopia in future patients. A method of presenting the Varilux 2 lenses to patients has been developed. The cases were chosen randomly from each month of the year, and a few patients, glasses in type, type of wear, type of power of the Varilux 2 lenses, and the type of transparency needed. The cases studied, 10 patients are not able to successfully wear them.

Review of optics

CHANGING A 'HAPPY' TRIFOCAL WEARER TO PROGRESSIVE ADDITION LENSES

R. Michael Daley, F.A.O.

Many practitioners hesitate to prescribe progressive addition lenses for patients who have been wearing bifocals or trifocals without complaint. They don't want to gross satisfied wearers too closely for details because they worry that the patient will express some dissatisfaction with his prescription. The fact is that many patients aren't truly satisfied with their multifocal glasses. Whole progressive lenses might greatly improve the overall vision of the patient, especially some who have to type at the typewriter to check what she had written. Finally, she said large areas of her vision were improved. The patient might be surprised by the difference.

DIAGNOSIS

The patient's tri was 45/135 eye and 45/135/1.

Although progressive addition lenses have been popular in Europe for years, patients that was reluctant to learn more about the advantages and patient satisfaction even after the sample population. The question had to be the characteristic features in all of the progressive lenses.

PATIENT INFORMATION

The study population was comprised of 20 patients with the following distribution: 14 men, 14 women, 10 professional workers, and 10 nonprofessional workers. Their previous prescription type was as follows: six emmetropic; one myopic; seven hypermetropic; and six with mixed astigmatism.

The following prescription types were dispensed as follows: seven emmetropic prescriptions; six hyperopic prescriptions; seven low myopic (0.5 to 0.75); and two high myopic (above 1.00) prescriptions. The following prescription powers and notes were noted: No previous lenses, -1.00 add, left; -1.25 add, right; -1.50 add, left; -1.25 add, right; and -1.50 add, left.

The patient cross-section also included five patients who were receiving hormone therapy. Their symptoms were hypertension and increased blood pressure. The patient's astigmatism was corrected in one eye, and the patient was taking Valsium, and another had arthritis on the same level.

FITTING PROCEDURE

were allowed to wear as long as the lenses were.

The Varifocal Extension of Ben Franklin's Genius

By Philip Mullins

Benjamin Franklin gained a place in optical history by applying his practical genius to the problem of presbyopia encountered by those in middle age experiencing difficulty focusing their eyes on nearby objects. Typing in one eye, he placed a lens to correct vision in the distance and a lens to correct vision at near. He was known as the father of the bifocal.

Amateurs of middle age and over were usually left to rely on bifocals, trifocals, or varifocals for their everyday visual needs.

ACCOMMODATION IS THE KEY

To correct the astigmatism, an object can be made to look out of focus without the use of a light source. Microscopic lenses can be used to correct astigmatism.

THOUSANDS OF PROFESSIONALS HAVE FOUND THE SOLUTION...

VARILUX 2 — the only aspherical progressive lens.
equal influences on trait variation, but allowance can be made for the possibility that particular genes have large effects on trait variation. Generally, environmental factors are not individually specified, though they can be. This approach is not very specific, compared to what can be said about gene action and environmental influence in an ever-increasing number of instances; quantitative genetic analysis should supplement and guide more specific investigations, rather than supplant them. When, however, influences on trait variation seem numerous, and none seems of overwhelming importance, as I shall argue is the case for RE, such analyses may provide useful insight and guidance in suggesting more specific investigations that should be undertaken. I shall not attempt to review quantitative genetics here; the standard text is by Falconer (4), and an excellent article by Spivey (5) is available in the vision literature. A good starting point for review of the recent human genetic literature is the comprehensive text by Vogel and Motulsky (6).

The Variable

At the outset, it is worth stating clearly, for present purposes, what RE is taken to mean. Following Hirsch's (1) lead, discussion is here confined to errors resulting from underlying variation in axial length, which make up the bulk of RE in the general population. To anticipate conclusions, but in an attempt to avoid prejudicing them, high RE, arbitrarily those outside ± 6D, are excluded from consideration; this will be explained shortly. An emphasis on myopic errors is unavoidable, as these have been studied much more extensively than hyperopia or emmetropia. In short, as the usual answer to the question "Why is my child myopic?" it can be said "The child's eyes have grown too large or long for images to be focussed sharply on the retina." As to why the eyes are too large or long, there are no simple answers.

In quantitative terms, RE shows a continuous, unimodal population frequency distribution, like height or weight or blood pressure, with values for most persons clustering around the population mean, in emmetropia, and progressively fewer values toward the hyperopic and myopic extremes. The population distribution of RE is also unusually peaked, or tightly clustered about the mean (leptokurtotic, in statistical terms). The extreme values of this population frequency distribution are "pathological", requiring therapeutic amelioration. A quantitative geneticist or epidemiologist would wonder whether these extremes are perhaps qualitatively as well as quantitatively different from errors in the middle of the distribution, those accepted as more of less "normal". Most investigators share this outlook — it characterizes the work of Hirsch (1) and many others. An understanding of total population variation in RE is thus a pre-requisite to explaining its extreme values. These may be simply the "tails" of the population variation, or they may result from more specific causes, such as generalized clinical disorder, environmental factors or genes of large effect relative to other influences on variation, or pathological interactions of constitution with environmental insult; all of these possibilities are known to occur in high RE (7).

Identification of the factors influencing population variation in RE, as well as any specific factors associated with extreme values, might be expected to yield ideas as to how the occurrence of extreme errors as well as moderate RE might be lessened or prevented. At the end of this paper, I will outline the importance of identifying such factors.

Changes with Age

In populations of children followed over time, it has been amply demonstrated that the population distribution of RE shifts toward myopia as the children grow older (8-10). This shift parallels increases with age in the population mean of length of the optic axis (10). Axial length and RE are strongly correlated throughout the normal range of refraction, as well as in high myopia and hyperopia (11).

As a group, myopes show a higher rate of axial elongation and of refraction change than do emmetropes and hyperopes. It is not correct, however, to think of myopes as a group distinct from the rest of the population by virtue of a higher rate of axial growth. Relatively great axial elongation is observed in a proportion of children with hyperopic and emmetropic initial refractions as well, and seems as often to decrease hyperopia as to increase myopia (12, 13). Presumably high hyperopia reflects a short axis that elongates little (12). "Rapid growth" appears to be simply one end of a roughly balanced, normal distribution of ocular growth (12), and though most myopic eyes are probably in part too large or long as a result of ocular growth in childhood and adolescence, it is more productive to think in terms of a distribution of axial elongation influencing a distinct distribution of initial RE, pushing, as far as myopia is concerned, some emmetropes to myopia and most myopes to more extreme myopic values. Consistent with this is the variable rate of progress, from none to considerable, observed in uncomplicated (14) and in high (15) myopia.

In relating growth of the eye to RE, it is important to remember that the anatomical deviation underlying even large RE is relatively slight. A departure of one millimeter from the average axial length of 24 mm implies 3D of RE, other things being equal. This 4% deviation in an anatomical dimension causes considerable inconvenience, whereas a similar difference in height, say from a mean value of 173 cm. to a 4% greater value of 180 cm., would excite little comment or difficulty. Moreover, this 1 mm is the order of normal increase in axial length from age 3 to age 13 years, an interval during which height increases on the order of 60%, but refraction usually changes even less than the 1 mm elongation would imply, because decreases in lens and cornea power
usually compensate for the axial elongation (10). This is the source of the leptokurtosis of the population distribution of RE, that is of the relative excess of low RE values over what would be expected were the association of components of refraction random (1). These relationships, and the very complexity of the eye, indicate elaborate genetic control of ocular growth and development must be assumed a priori. But, considering the other side of the coin, RE must be exquisitely sensitive to genetic and environmental perturbations influencing the size and shape of the eyeball.

Some Genetics

From this biological background, consideration of the population genetics and epidemiology of RE can commence. Any factor influencing the growth of the eye must be suspected to influence RE also. Several such influences have been postulated on logical and sometimes laboratory data, but the convincing demonstration of their actions and interactions in individuals and populations may be very difficult.

As just indicated, genetic control of RE is likely but is unlikely to be absolute. Genetic variation must be suspected to account for some of the population variation in RE for two reasons. First, numerous single gene conditions are known which include unusual RE among their manifestations (16), establishing that genetic variation in RE is possible. Second, RE depends upon ocular dimensions, and correlations between related individuals are generally found both for anatomical dimensions (4, 17) and for growth in these dimensions (18). Indeed, modest correlations among relatives — offspring with parents and sibs with one another — are generally observed for RE (19-23) and for ocular dimensions (20-23). The RE correlations run on the order of 0.2-0.3, values less than those usually found for anthropometrics such as stature, but indicating that, if the simplest assumptions of quantitative genetics are made (see Introduction), as much as 40-60% of total population variation in RE might be attributable to genes of small effect acting additively. Qualifications are, however, necessary.

What applies for the general population may not be a good description of the situation in individual families. High RE probably results, in many instances, from the transmission in families of genes of large effect. Such families are properly excluded in making genetic estimates for the bulk of the population, since they are genetically distinct, their frequency is unknown, and the high RE is sometimes only one part of a more general ocular disorder. Setting aside such cases, the genetic component in variation in the general population cannot be thought of simply as something which, added to variation attributable to environmental factors, gives total population variation in RE, even though the calculations imply this. Individuals may respond to environmental influences in different ways, and genetic differences between the individuals may underlie these differences in response. Moreover, close relatives share a common environment as well as common heredity, and factors of familial environment relevant to variation in RE may be inflating the correlations of relatives compared to those that would be observed were these factors of common environment not operating. These points will be taken up again after reviewing the epidemiology of RE. The observed familial correlations may be taken to suggest heredity accounts for a substantial proportion of population variation in RE, but they may not give a very accurate impression of the size of this.

Some Epidemiology

Knowledge regarding the epidemiology of RE is not extensive. Its salient features are these:

a. The distribution of RE is non-literate peoples with hunting and gathering economies is shifted toward hyperopia by comparison with that found in urbanized literate populations (24-26). Incidentally (for purposes of present discussion) extremes of RE and poor visual acuity from whatever cause are relatively rare among hunter/gatherers, consistent with the reasonable suggestion that reduced visual acuity confers a severe selective disadvantage in such modes of life (27).

b. Among Alaskan Eskimo and Canadian Eskimo and Amerind peoples myopia is uncommon among older persons, but myopia (predominantly of mild degree) is common among persons born since World War II. These are the first among these people to be substantially exposed in childhood to aspects of standard North American culture such as compulsory schooling and processed foods (23, 28, 29).

c. In Denmark, on the other hand, the association of RE with level of education, as evaluated in representative samples of male conscripts, remained constant for 80 years from 1882 to 1964. More educated groups showed considerably more myopic distributions than did less educated groups, the proportion with myopia greater than 1.5D showing a graded decrease from 30% of men academically qualified to enter University to 3% of unskilled workers. The total proportion of men with mild or moderate myopia was little changed in the 80 year interval (30).

d. Recent investigations in a rural Newfoundland population (31) found a general, fairly consistent and graded association of RE with nearwork activity as reported by the subjects of the investigation, myopic errors being correlated with higher levels of nearwork, intermediate errors with intermediate levels, and hyperopia with lower levels. This association was found to persist in persons aged 5-60 years despite age trends in RE toward myopia below and hyperopia above the age of 20 years, and despite much better formal education being available to persons aged 30 years and under than to older persons. It seems improbable that the members of this population were subtly adjusting their nearwork activity to their RE,
and much more likely that nearwork was influencing RE. The regression coefficients relating RE to nearwork were on the order of -2 to -4 D/hr of nearwork/day, depending on age, after adjustment by linear regression for age, sex and education. This suggests the potential for nearwork to influence refractive error is considerable, since the levels of education and nearwork activity reported in this population were not high. It is obviously desirable that a similar investigation be carried out elsewhere to assess the generality or not of these findings.

e. There is rather more myopia in the United States than in Europe. Some 14.5% of Danish males aged 18-20 (30) and some 10.7% of British males aged 18-22 (32) were found to have minus RE of any degree in 1964 and 1960 respectively, but some 25-30% of males of those ages, in a representative survey sample of the U.S. population studied in 1971-72, wore corrective lenses indicating minus RE (33).

Nearwork is the only environmental factor which must clearly be suspected on the basis of accumulated epidemiological evidence to influence RE. Plausible mechanisms for this influence have been suggested: the accommodative effort which accompanies nearwork increases intraocular (vitreous chamber) pressure, and might cause the globe to increase in size and the RE to become more myopic (34, 35). The accommodative capacity of myopic 18-year olds is superior to that of emmetropes and hyperopes, sometimes greatly so, and change in RE between the ages of 10 and 18 years has been found to be correlated with accommodative power at age 18 (36). That this mechanism in fact operates, or is this simple, is however by no means proven, primarily because young myopes, by virtue of their myopia, do not need to accommodate to see clearly in doing nearwork (36). Studies of the amount of accommodative effort children actually make would be of value and are being undertaken in Denmark (Dr. E. Goldschmidt, personal communication). As an alternative hypothetical mechanism by which nearwork might lead to an increase in axial length, it seems possible that the tensions exerted by the extraocular muscles in effecting convergence to view near objects is sufficient to increase intraocular pressure greatly for short periods, and irreversibly deform the sclera at the posterior pole of the globe, where it is weaker (37, 38).

The association observed of RE with nearwork must not preclude consideration of other possibilities for environmental influence. An influence of nearwork on refraction was suggested by Kepler in 1611, a few years after he correctly described the optics of the eye, and has thus been suspected for almost as long as ocular refraction has been correctly understood (7, 30). Such an association has been vigorously sought without much regard for other environmental factors which might be varying along with nearwork and confounding observations.

The most important of these is nutrition. Diet can clearly influence growth rate, and its composition tends to change as a result of the same social forces that change the nearwork regime. Thus, a hunting and gathering population is often introduced to schooling and radical diet changes, such as a sudden abundance of refined carbohydrates, at about the same time. Suspicion of confounding of such simultaneous effects must be entertained in evaluating the changing myopia incidence in the Canadian North, for instance (23). It is very difficult to evaluate diet composition, particularly in retrospect, so this point may well remain moot for some time. Reports to date (39-41) associating specific dietary excesses or deficiencies with RE are difficult to interpret, since it is not clear what allowance they make for nearwork and social class variation. Available data suggest the eye is to a remarkable extent spared from otherwise general growth retardation in man and animals (42). Indeed, while grossly malnourished (marasmic) infants are less hyperopic than adequately nourished infants, this difference seems reversible with correction of the malnutrition (43).

Since rate of change of RE seems related to rate of growth of the eye, it is reasonable to attempt to relate refractive error directly to growth. Most attempts have been aimed at finding an association of RE with stature, and have found none once the associations of both RE and stature with social class are taken into account (44). Sorsby et al. (12), in relating changes in axial length and changes in RE to changes in height and weight in children followed longitudinally, found no indication that rate of overall growth was related to rate of change in RE or axial length. These workers were able to study relatively few subjects and though not easy to collect, more data on these relationships would be valuable, since the association sought is probably weak. In this context, it is noteworthy that the mean stature of Danish conscripts increased 10 cm. from 1860-1960 (44), consistent with the secular trend in stature observed very generally in Europe which seems at least partially attributable to improvements in nutrition (45), whereas in this time interval no change could be detected in the general distribution of RE in these men (30).

Taking together what data are available on the association of RE with diet, growth and stature, it seems fair to conclude that if a variation within usual North American and European diets does indeed influence RE, this influence is either small, or is a function of composition rather than quantity. The growth of the eye in early childhood deserves much more study (10, 12), but in broad terms growth of the eye parallels that of the head as a whole, being largely complete well before adolescence, and shows no adolescent growth spurt (45). It is thus probably inappropriate and possibly misleading to seek a relationship between ocular growth and total body growth during adolescence, when the two patterns of growth are quite different (46).
Some Interactions

At this point, it is perhaps becoming apparent why we can't as yet explain RE. The questions involved and relationships sought are subtle. Family studies indicate the genetic control of RE is substantial, but not complete. Epidemiological studies implicate nearwork as one environmental factor influencing RE, but are not nearly extensive enough to allow specification of the extent of this influence in individual cases. More basic biological considerations suggest that any influence on growth and development could influence RE, but, ambiguously, available data are consistent with ocular growth being well protected from such perturbations. To make matters more difficult, there is little data on the progressive changes in RE with age in representative groups of children followed through adolescence, which would give population standards against which RE changes in individual children could be judged. There are as yet few data on RE and nearwork, let alone other environmental factors, collected for the same series of individuals. There are almost no data on RE and nearwork in persons related to one another, which would allow investigation of familial resemblances in RE with allowance for environmental effects. Thus, evaluation of genotype/environment interactions underlying the population distribution of RE is also hampered by the limited data available.

Our own investigations in Newfoundland (see reference 19 for details) emphasize the probable complexity of the situation without doing much to resolve it. As stated, in investigating RE variation in a rural Newfoundland population, ample reason was found to suspect nearwork influenced RE. Data were available on the relationships of population members to one another, and with this data it seemed appropriate to investigate whether nearwork, as an aspect of common familial environment, could inflate measures of the resemblance of close relatives to one another and thus lead to a falsely high impression of the genetic contribution to RE variation. The resemblances among sibs and the resemblances of offspring to their parents were measured using correlation and regression techniques. First, measured RE values were adjusted for the associations found of RE with age and sex, then the RE measurements were adjusted for education and nearwork levels as well. The data were treated as describing the total population rather than as a representative sample, since about 80% of the residents of the communities studied had been included in the investigation. A consistent picture emerged: the further adjustment substantially reduced the measures of resemblances of relatives to one another, though resemblances after further adjustment were comparable to those found in family studies elsewhere, indicating that nearwork, as an aspect of common familial environment, was inflating the resemblances.

Closer examination of the results raised further questions about the nearwork-refraction relationship, however; there were indications that the analysis did not completely separate out the influence of nearwork on refraction. This was not surprising for three reasons. First, adjustment of RE for age, sex, education and nearwork was purely by linear regression. That is, in the absence of evidence sufficient to postulate a more complicated relationship, individual RE values were adjusted for the influences of the associated variables by simply measuring their deviations from straight lines plotted through the data so as to best indicate the association of RE with each variable. Second, data were cross-sectional. That is, each subject was evaluated once only, giving only a static impression of the long term, dynamic relationships between the variables. Third, the measure of nearwork influence on RE was completely ad hoc, being simply the combined statistical effects of usual nearwork at the time of the investigation, as reported by the subject, and the formal education of the subject in years, which provided the only measure available of nearwork in earlier life. In summary, adjustment was statistical, not biological, and suspicions of its biological imperfections seem justified.

As an interesting sidelight, in this study persons aged less than 30 years were found to resemble their parents of like sex in RE more than they resembled their parents of opposite sex. This pattern is not explicable on any simple genetic hypothesis, but would be expected on the plausible suppositions that boys tended to acquire their nearwork habits preferentially from their fathers rather than their mothers, girls on the other hand copied their mothers, and nearwork influenced RE.

The overall implication of these findings is that not only must the interaction of heredity and environment be considered in describing population variation in RE; but moreover the variation of environmental factors among families is relevant.

It is important to realize that the observed pattern of interaction of genetic and environmental influences on RE is expected to vary among and within populations, depending on relative exposures to environmental influences. Assuming for instance that nearwork influences the RE of all persons toward myopia, RE might appear to be a strongly inherited attribute in groups doing relatively little nearwork, and probably also in groups doing generally high levels of nearwork, because the influence of nearwork on RE would in both cases be roughly equivalent on each population member. If exposure to nearwork varied, however, RE would appear less strongly inherited, as a result of this additional contribution to its variation in the population. If exposure to nearwork changed, as for example if educational opportunity improved over time, relatives of similar ages might appear more similar in RE.
than relatives of different ages. This is in fact the case for RE. Sibs are generally found to resemble one another in RE to a greater degree than offspring resemble their parents (see reference 19), as would be expected since educational opportunities, and presumably nearwork activity, of sibs are usually relatively similar, while educational opportunities for children have in this century generally improved substantially over those of their parents. This increased resemblance results from environmental change, not genetic factors. (The tentative nature of comparisons of RE of persons of markedly different ages must however be borne in mind in this context). If family members had similar nearwork patterns, familial resemblances would again be increased, as suspected in the Newfoundland investigations already described (19), and further complications of genotype/environment interaction can readily be imagined.

It is assumed in the preceding discussion that individuals vary little in their response to environmental influences on RE. It is not known whether this assumption is valid, but its validity is a particularly interesting question. Available data (47, see also Epidemiology section, above) are compatible with a general shift in RE distribution in the population with exposure to environmental influences. In the Newfoundland study (31), association of nearwork with RE involved not only higher levels in myopes, but also lower than average levels of nearwork in hyperopes. More specific investigations are necessary, however, before the existence of persons whose eyes are particularly sensitive to usual environmental influences can be ruled out. It is of course such specifically susceptible persons for whom environmental modification might prove most valuable in keeping RE within acceptable limits.

Presumably such susceptibility would take the form of inappropriate axial elongation, since RE is in general a result of inappropriate axial length. Even assuming these influences are general and responses uniform, persons inheriting long eyes would form a group particularly susceptible to myopia (23), while persons of intermediate axial length would be less susceptible and persons inheriting short axes might have their hyperopia environmentally reduced.

Some Advice

What advice can be given to parents concerned about the occurrence of a RE in their children sufficient to require correction, or to parents concerned that their children will have an extreme RE? Uncomplicated mild or moderate errors must be considered separately from higher errors.

For moderate or mild RE, general reassurance seems in order. Everyone has a refractive error, just as everyone is a particular height. As this review emphasizes, the background to population and familial variation in RE seems complex, and heredity and environment interact in determining a particular RE, but only general statements about this are possible at present. Variation in the range of mild to moderate RE should occasion no surprise. Children should resemble their parents in RE to some degree only, common familial environment as well as heredity may be relevant, and a substantial proportion of variation may be "random" in the sense of being unattributable statistically to any specific influence. "Therapy" in the form of corrective lenses is adequate.

Low and moderate myopes are at higher risk than are emmetropes and hyperopes to retinal detachment and glaucoma; their contribution to the prevalence of these disorders is thus disproportionately large (48). These complications are almost always of adult onset and therefore primarily the concern of the individual rather than the parent. Inappropriate anxiety must not be generated; these conditions are uncommon compared to other serious morbidities of adult onset, but they imply severe visual handicap or blindness if not vigorously treated. Everyone should be aware of the warning signs of these disorders, and the intraocular pressure of older adults routinely checked, since the overall population incidence of glaucoma is about 1/100. This is particularly so for myopes whose risk of glaucoma is about 1/35, and of glaucoma before age 50 about 1/23 (48).

The genetic and epidemiological data are primarily concerned with myopia; even less is known about hyperopia and astigmatism. Reports that these are strongly familial, based on limited and selected family data (16, 21), are difficult to interpret. A strong genetic basis would not be surprising, since the environmental factors which may influence refraction in European and North American populations would promote a shift toward myopia, and highlight familial transmission at the other end of the refraction scale. There are indications in longitudinal data that axial elongation during childhood is in some cases very slight, or does not occur. Whether the resulting hyperopic individuals form a distinct group, or the low end of a distribution of axial elongation (see Changes with age, above) is not known (10, 12). Similarly, whether this lack of ocular growth is familial is not known. Persons with high hyperopia and astigmatism should be particularly encouraged to make sure their children undergo early vision screening, since this is simple and inexpensive, and errors predisposing to amblyopia can be particularly sought out. (Vision practitioners are encouraged to collect and carefully analyse data from such families to improve genetic estimator and prognosis prediction.)

Despite the strong suspicion that nearwork may substantially influence RE, reducing hyperopia and increasing myopia, the extent of this influence is not yet known. The plausible suggestion that diet can influence RE remains at present insufficiently explored. Drastic manipulations of these or other environmental factors, aimed at "preventing" or reducing RE are unjustifiable at
this time (49). This is not meant to rule out the possibility of specific intervention being developed in the future, particularly for higher errors, but such intervention should be proportionate to the problem; myopia is much less a handicap than malnutrition or illiteracy.

High myopia has serious implications. It is a common cause of blindness, particularly blindness of onset below old age. About 14% of cases of registered blindness are attributable to high myopia, a proportion almost equal to that attributable to diabetic retinopathy or to congenital defects (primarily retinitis pigmentosa). The usual causes of blindness in high myopia are chorioretinal atrophy and hemorrhage, and less often retinal detachment (48). Risk of retinal detachment rises dramatically with degree of myopia (48). These complications appear to be mechanical failures resulting from the inordinate axial length (50, 51). High myopia is clearly familial; some cases presumably represent extremes of the population distribution of refractive error and axial length, but in addition many pedigrees have been collected suggesting the action of genes of large effect, and inheritance of high myopia with other ocular defects (7, 16). Genetic counselling should be based on any familial pattern apparent, but often none will be and empiric risks of a child being affected must then be given (52). Referral of concerned patients to a genetic counsellor is appropriate.

The risk of blindness in high myopia, and the disproportionate association of significant ocular morbidity with lower degrees of myopia, provide ample justification for continuing to investigate refractive error at the population level. Further stimuli to research include the association of vision handicap with high hyperopia, the considerable aggregate expenditure for correction of mild and moderate RE, and the indications that high errors are in a sense "diseases of civilization" which are particularly common, for unknown reasons, in North America. In reviewing myopia research ten years ago, Hirsch (1) emphasized as much what he didn't know as what he did know. Over the intervening decade, some progress is apparent in our knowledge of refractive error, but ignorance still overshadows knowledge, while the reasons for dispelling that ignorance have become much more sharply defined.
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This is a salaried position offering an excellent benefit package. Applications and enquiries may be directed in confidence to:

Executive Director
Regina Community Clinic
3765 Sherwood Drive
Regina, Saskatchewan
S4R 4A9
Telephone (306) 543-7880

---

**ORDER DIRECT FROM THE BERNELL BOOK.**

Save on Diagnostic and Medical Aids and Instruments, Dispensing and Finishing Equipment, Vision Screening and Training Materials, Contact Lens Supplies, Consumer Optical Goods and much more.

The Bernell Book provides complete information on nearly 1,500 moderately-priced, professional products. Many at a special group discount rate available only from Bernell. Write or call for your free edition of The Bernell Book, your professional source for the best values in vision care.

**BERNELL CORPORATION**

422 E. Monroe Street
South Bend, IN 46601
(219) 234-3200

---

**FOR SALE**

Topcon Retinal Camera Model TRC-FE
High-quality, easy to produce colour retinal photos, including anterior segment photos. 1 year old (New $8,800.00). Will sell for $6,000.00

Dr. G. Evans — (604) 562-1305